Computer Security Day
Report of the Meeting organized by CySI
Date: 28 Nov 2015, 4.3 PM
Venue: II Floor Mini Auditorium, Anand Theatre Complex, Chennai
In commemoration of Computer Security Day, CySI organized a Meeting on Saturday, 28th
Nov, 2015, in Chennai. The event started with an invocation song by Kum Swathika.
Kum R Sujatha was the event anchor.
President of CySI Shri U.P. Prakasham welcomed the gathering, presenting in brief the
activities of CySI so far in the year and the role it has been playing on enhancing the level
of awareness about cyber security, cyber crimes and related issues.
Past President, Shri V. Rajendran, speaking on the topic “Computer Security: Need of
the Hour” described how computer security has become so vital these days that it should
not be just a Computer Security Day but should be perennial and a non-stop event. Shri K.
Senguttuvan, CEO Valluvar Group of institutions, Karur, gave a very brief Chief Guest
address lauding the efforts of CySI and expressed happiness on signing an MoU with CySI.
A Memorandum of Understanding was signed on the occasion, with the Valluvar College of
Science and Management, Karur, for CySI providing human resources support and student
guidance support for the Ph D Research Scholars of the College.
Dr. B Muthukumaran, Practice Head Big Data Security, HTC-ITMR, speaking on “Cyber
Systems and Internet of Things” presented the present day scenario in security in crucial
and critical information systems like airline, banks and other domains, The well known
Journalist and Cyber Columnist Shri Cyber Simman spoke on privacy in a socially
networked world and gave some practical and useful hints on how to be well connected in
social networking sites and still protect the personal and private data.
Dr S. Praveen Kumar, Head, Dept of Management Studies, Bharat University, gave a
detailed power point presentation of different types of malware and other attacks in the
present day cyber environment. Shri C. Badri gave a quick summary of the day’s
proceedings and proposed vote of thanks.
The meeting concluded with group rendering of national anthem, at 6.30 PM.

